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Objectives:
The Kao Business Conduct Guidelines provide specific guidance on how to put the Kao Way 
into practice that is applicable to all Kao Group companies worldwide, including all executives 
and employees thereof. Within the context of the Kao Business Conduct Guidelines, 
“Kao Group companies” refers to Kao Corporation, any entity more than 50% of whose 
outstanding stocks or interests with voting rights is owned directly or indirectly by Kao 
Corporation and any entity which has decided to follow the Kao Business Conduct Guidelines 
as it's business code of conduct based on an agreement with Kao Corporation. 
In the Kao Business Conduct Guidelines, the term “Kao” refers to the Kao Group companies 
as a whole and the term “company” refers to individual companies.
Kao is actively encouraging its business partners to comply with the spirit of the Kao Business 
Conduct Guidelines.

Kao Business Conduct Guidelines

The Kao Way（Corporate Philosophy）

Policy in each area, Internal rules

   Code of Conduct which
　embodies the Kao Way

Detailed Polices based on the 
Kao Business Conduct Guidelines

Kao Business Conduct Guidelines: Objectives
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● Does the action comply with all relevant laws and regulations, 
   the Kao Way, company policy and/or rules including 
　the Kao Business Conduct Guidelines? 

● Can you legitimately justify the action internally and externally if they 　
　were to be reported by the press?

● Would you feel comfortable if similar action were taken against a 　
　member of your own family (e.g. discrimination, harassment, etc. )? 

What to do when faced with a difficult business decision:
When faced with a dif ficult business decision, we shall refer to the Kao Business Conduct 
Guidelines to confirm that our contemplated actions are not only compliant with laws, 
regulations and internal rules, but also that they are consistent with principles of business 
ethics.  When in doubt, we shall consult with our line managers and, when appropriate, the 
Compliance Hotline.  
When faced with a dif ficult business decision, please consider the following:
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Compliance Hotline:

・Can submit reports online on a 　
   website 

・This is a toll free number
・Use a land line
　 (not mobile phones)
・Service in local languages
・Available 24hrs / 365days 

Report of 
Compliance 

Concerns and               
Issues

Kao Employees

* Some companies / regions have the Integrity Line only.

Integrity Line
 ( Telephone & Website )

Internal Compliance Hotline*
( Telephone & Email )
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Anonymous reports are accepted except when prohibited by law. 

<Notes on seeking consultation services>

Flow chart showing the process 
how to communicate with the reporter:

The company shall protect and safeguard to the fullest extent possible the privacy of anyone who 
reports information regarding illegal, unethical or other questionable conduct or seeks consultation 
about such conduct. For more details, please see the 6th clause of the Principles of Corporate Ethics.

 

Receipt of report/ 
consultation;  

confirmation of 
content

Feedback to the 
reporter

Except in the case
where the reporter

made the report
anonymously or 
requested not to 

be given feedback

Fact finding based on the reporter's consent
Confirmation of the evidence, interviews with

relevant persons

Public announcement 
about the illegal act or a 

violation issue and 
response measures
only in cases of certain
serious illegal acts or

violations

Determination 
whether an 

illegal act or a 
violation of the 

company's rules 
took place after 

reviewing the 
investigation 

report

 Determination of no illegal act/violation of rules

※ request interviewees to keep the contents of the
interview confidential

Illegal act or 
violation of 

rules

Correction, 
recurrence 
prevention, 
disciplinary 

action
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